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Advantages 
① Humanscape offers two primary products: a) Rarenote, a rare 

diseases information platform, and b) Momitalk, a pregnancy and 
parenting APP, both of which have found product-market-fit and 
attracted regular users (Rarenote MAU: 2,400, Momitalk MAU: 
210,000). 

② Core team members have accumulated relevant work experience 
in the medical and blockchain industry and have demonstrated 
their ability to deliver results. 

③ Humanscape has established partnerships with leading 
pharmaceutical companies and research organizations, which will 
benefit the development of and create demand for its products. 

④ Humanscape has released a detailed roadmap, and its 
development process aligns with expectations. 

Challenges 
① $HUM token is only applicable in Rarenote and has not been 

integrated into other products, limiting its market demand. 

② 84% of the $HUM allocation to the team and early investors have 
been fully unlocked, which may negatively impact the team’s 
desire to create value for token holders. 

③ Humanscape has not been actively updating most of its social 
accounts, including Twitter, which may negatively affect the 
project’s communication with its community. 

Outlook 
Humanscape provides digital healthcare services to customers in 
every stage of their life cycles. Applying blockchain technology to 
the medical industry is promising yet challenging. Humanscape is 
still an early-stage venture and faces considerable risks before 
establishing itself as a leading player. 

Conclusion 
Based on the above information, TokenInsight gives Humanscape a 
rating of CCC, with a positive outlook.
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Humanscape

Project Humanscape

Token HUM

Total Supply 1,084,734,274

Tag Ethereum, Klaytn, Traditional Industry

Team Size 133

Official Web https://humanscape.io/en/index.html

Whitepaper https://humanscape.hk/pdf/Humanscape_Whitepaper_EN_v1.1.0.pdf

Twitter https://twitter.com/humanscape_io

Telegram
https://t.me/Humanscape 

https://t.me/Humanscapeannouncement

Other Links

Medium: https://medium.com/humanscape-ico 

Medium (Tech): https://medium.com/humanscape-tech 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/humanscape

GitHub https://github.com/humanscape

Explorer
https://etherscan.io/address/
0x07327a00ba28d413f745c931bbe6be053b0ad2a6

Investor UniValues Associates

Listed Exchange Upbit, Coinone, GOPAX, Uniswap V3, Sushiswap

https://humanscape.io/en/index.html
https://humanscape.hk/pdf/Humanscape_Whitepaper_EN_v1.1.0.pdf
https://twitter.com/humanscape_io
https://t.me/Humanscape
https://t.me/Humanscapeannouncement
https://medium.com/humanscape-ico
https://medium.com/humanscape-tech
https://www.facebook.com/humanscape
https://github.com/humanscape
https://etherscan.io/address/0x07327a00ba28d413f745c931bbe6be053b0ad2a6
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Humanscape provides digital healthcare services to customers in every stage of their life 
cycles. The company’s name combines two words, “human” and “landscape,” which refers 
to the company’s vision - a landscape where everyone happily gets along. 

Humanscape offers two primary products: a) Rarenote, a rare diseases information platform, 
and b) Momitalk, a pregnancy, and parenting APP. 

Humanscape was founded in 2013 and originally developed and operated IT solutions for 
hospitals and clinics. Humanscape pivoted to its current business of offering digital 
healthcare services in 2018. 

$HUM is the basic unit for transactions within the Humanscape ecosystem, primarily on 
Rarenote. Users can buy/sell $HUM in exchanges and transfer $HUM among themselves. 
Chapter 2: Token Economy covers details about $HUM. 

1.1 Core Products 

1.1.1 Rarenote 

Rarenote is an integrated platform that provides worldwide treatment development status 
and ongoing clinical trial information on rare and sometimes incurable diseases. It applies 
blockchain technology to allow patients and their caregivers to safely record and manage 
patient-generated health data. 

Rarenote aims to be the essential APP for patients troubled by rare diseases. It hopes to 
provide the most up-to-date information and offer personalized prognosis management. 

The Rarenote platform covers most of the rare diseases registered in South Korea. Patients 
can upload their health data to the platform, and the platform helps identify treatment 
opportunities and increases patients’ chances of finding a cure. 

Rarenote stores the patients’ data on the Klaytn blockchain. Rarenote hashes the data to 
protect user privacy and preserve data integrity. The platform selects Klaytn for its low 
transaction fees, high transaction speed, and user-friendly user experience, which is ideal 
for frequent and secure health data storage. 

Humanscape released Rarenote’s open beta in 2020 and launched Rarenote 3.0, which 
covers 997 rare diseases, in 2021. Humanscape reports that Rarenote has thousands of 
monthly active users and hundreds of daily data upload transactions. 
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

‣ Rarenote 
 Source: Humanscape

1.1.2 Momitalk 

Momitalk is a pregnancy and parenting APP. 

During pregnancy, Momitalk offers high-resolution ultrasound video album service and 
essential week-by-week information organized by medical professionals. After childbirth, 
Momitalk becomes a parenting support APP that helps to keep track of the baby's health 
information daily, from specific items like feeding and nappy changes to general advice on 
growth and development. 

Humanscape began developing Momitalk in 2019 and released the first version in 2020. It 
launched Momitalk 2.0 in 2022, which expanded its service range from pregnancy-only to 
24-months old toddlers. 

Momitalk recently started an educational video subscription service called “Momitalk Class” 
in November 2022. Momitalk Class provides accurate information in a class format prepared 
by professionals such as child development experts and pediatricians. 

In addition to the South Korean market, Momitalk is also expanding rapidly in Southeast 
Asia. Since entering the Indonesian market in 2020, Momitalk has secured close to 100 local 
hospital partners in Indonesia. 

Momitalk’s overall monthly active user is over 200,000 and has established working 
relationships with nearly 300 hospitals.
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

1.1.3 Other Services 

Humanscape also operates an online clinical trial matching service called Clinical Trials 
Korea. It is a platform where patients can look up clinical trial information related to their 
disease and register for the trials in South Korea. 

The platform offers new treatment opportunities for patients and connects them with 
pharmaceutical research institutions. 

1.2 ISO Certification 
Humanscape has achieved ISO 27001 and ISO 27799 certifications. The International 
Organization for Standardization (“ISO”) awards certificates to organizations with 
demonstrated ability to consistently provide products and services that meet the 
requirements of international standards. ISO collaborates with other international 
organizations to develop standards that ensure products and services are safe, reliable, and 
of good quality. 

ISO 27001 outlines the best practices for an information security management system, while 
ISO 27799 provides guidelines for implementing a health information management system.

‣ Momitalk 
 Source: Humanscape
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

1.3 Smart Contract Security 
In terms of smart contract security, Humanscape’s $HUM smart contract has passed 
SlowMist’s audit with no vulnerabilities found. You may find the summary conclusion of the 
audit report below. 

‣ Summary of SlowMist’s Audit 
 Source: Humanscape, SlowMist

Humanscape’s smart contracts have never experienced any security incidents since its 
inception. However, Humanscape has yet established any bug bounty programs. 

1.4 Roadmap & Milestones 
Humanscape has disclosed its roadmap and milestones since its incorporation in 2016, 
including detailed product development and partnership information. Humanscape plans to 
make its products more crypto-friendly and open-source in the future. Specific plans are in 
stealth mode, and Humanscape will release more relevant information in 2023. 

‣ Humanscape Roadmap and Milestones (2016 - 2024) 
 Source: Humanscape, TokenInsight

Time Goals / Milestones Status

2016 Company incorporation Achieved

2017
Release of “Helen,” a mobile medical assistant Achieved

Concept building of “Humanscape” Achieved
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‣ Humanscape Roadmap and Milestones (2016 - 2024) (continued) 
 Source: Humanscape, TokenInsight

Time Goals / Milestones Status

2018

Publication of whitepaper Achieved

Development of Humanscape minimum viable product Achieved

Partnership with Klaytn (1st in the medical sector) Achieved

2019

MOU signed for joint research and development with 
Hanyang University Hospital

Achieved

A four-party agreement signed to build a rare disease 
patient data sharing platform

Achieved

Release of “MOAHH,” a rare disease patient community Achieved

2020

Release of “Rarenote” open beta, a rare disease patient 
data platform

Achieved

Release of “Momitalk,” a community for new parents Achieved

MOU signed with GE Healthcare Korea Achieved

Selection In the “Health X-Challenge Seoul” by the 
Korea Health Industry Development Institute and 
Novartis Korea

Achieved

2021

Release of “Rarenote 3.0” Achieved

$HUM listing on exchanges Achieved

Momitalk establishing partnerships with 200+ hospitals Achieved

Merger of Humanscape and Momitalk Achieved

Strategic investment by Kakao Achieved

2022

Q1: Release of “Momitalk 2.0” Achieved

Q2: MOU signed with Seungil Hope Foundation Achieved

Q2: $HUM tokenomics update In progress

Q3: Momitalk entering Southeast Asia Achieved

Q4: $HUM listing on additional exchanges In progress

2023

Q1: Rebranding and release of an updated whitepaper In progress

Q2-Q4: Release of new crypto-friendly and open-source 
products

To do

2024
Release of new versions and features of the upcoming 
products

To do

8
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02.  
TOKEN ECONOMY

$HUM is the basic unit for transactions within the Humanscape ecosystem, primarily on 
Rarenote. Users can buy/sell $HUM in exchanges and transfer $HUM among themselves. 

$HUM is deployed on Ethereum. Its total supply is 1,084,734,274, and its circulating supply 
is 913,409,274.  

The $HUM token contract address is 0x07327a00ba28D413f745C931bbe6bE053B0AD2a6. 
This updated contract was released in December 2022 to fix issues identified during the 
audit. The swap is expected to be finished by 29 December 2022. 

2.1 Token Utility 
$HUM is a reward token for Rarenote users, which incentivizes rare disease patients to 
upload their health data, such as completing daily health surveys and uploading DNA 
reports and medical records. Patients are awarded HUM points that can be converted into 
$HUM tokens on a 1:1 basis. In addition, pharmaceutical companies wishing to access 
those health data need to pay $HUM. 

2.2 Token Distribution 
Humanscape has disclosed the token distribution plan of $HUM. Out of the total supply of 
1,250,000,000, 500,000,000 (40%) are allocated to private and public sales, 250,000,000 
(20%) are allocated to the community, 250,000,000 (20%) are allocated to the team and 
early investors, 187,500,000 (15%) are allocated to business development, and 62,500,000 
(5%) are allocated to advisors. 

‣ $HUM Token Distribution Plan 
Source: Humanscape, TokenInsight

5% 15%

20%

20%

40%

Private & Public Sale Community
Team & Early Investors Business Development
Advisors
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TOKEN ECONOMY

2.3 Trading Information 
$HUM is now listed on three exchanges, Upbit, Coinone, and GOPAX. Additionally, the 
token can be traded on Uniswap V3 and Sushiswap. The trading price range of $HUM is 
between $0.064687 and $0.078102 as of December 20, 2022, with a 24h spot volume of 
$13,253,067. 

‣ $HUM Trading Information 
Source: TokenInsight, 20 December 2022 

The top 10 addresses hold about 92.11% of the total supply. Details are shown in the chart 
below. 

‣ Top 10 $HUM Holders 
Source: Etherscan, TokenInsight, 20 December 2022

200m

400m

600m

800m

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

9.82m11.77m13.00m15.65m17.42m22.00m28.23m41.33m
130.00m

709.92m

Exchange Pair Price 24h Volume

Upbit HUM - KRW $0.072944 $13,247,320

Upbit HUM - BTC $0.071041 $1,043

Coinone HUM - KRW $0.076292 $4,704

You may find the vesting plan of $HUM detailed below. All tokens allocated to private and 
public sale, business development, and advisors are fully unlocked. Most (84%) of the 
tokens issued to the team and early investors are fully unlocked. 

‣ $HUM Token Vesting Plan 
Source: Humanscape, TokenInsight

275,000,000

550,000,000

825,000,000

1,100,000,000

July 2018 July 2019 July 2020 July 2021 July 2022 July 2023 July 2024 July 2025

Private & Public Sale Community Team & Early Investors
Business Development Advisors
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03.  
TEAM AND PARTNERS   

3.1 Team Members 
According to the official disclosure, 
Humanscape has 133 full-time 
employees, 71 of whom are 
responsible for technical 
development.  

The information about the core 
members' educational backgrounds 
and working experience is disclosed 
clearly and completely. Details are 
shown below.

11

‣ Humanscape Team Composition 
Source: Humanscape, TokenInsight

Chang Minhoo  - CEO 

• B.A. in Business Administration, Sogang University 

Minhoo has served as the founder & CEO of Humanscape 
since 2013. He oversees all external and internal tasks to 
ensure the company operates successfully. He was selected 
in the 2020 Forbes Korea “2030 Power Leaders.”

Kim Daesung - CPO 

• M.S. in Industrial Design, KAIST 

Prior to joining Humanscape, Daesung served as the CPO of 
Common Computer from 2018 to 2021 and held research 
positions at Naver Labs, Samsung, and Creative Interaction 
Design Lab. 

5% 17%

26%
53%

Technical Others
BD / OP Management

Lee Taewoo - CTO 

• M.S. in Computer Science, KAIST 

Taewoo joined Humanscape in 2018 as the CTO. He 
previously worked as a software developer and researcher at 
Kakao, Likelion, and SWMaestro.
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TEAM AND PARTNERS

Kim Junghyun - CFO 

• B.A. in Business Administration, Hankuk University of 
Foreign Studies 

Junghyun is a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) in Korea 
and joined Humanscape in 2021 as the CFO. He served as 
the CFO of Wow! Ventures from 2018 to 2020 and worked 
at Deloitte and KPMG beforehand. 

Je Wonwoo - CSO 

• Ph.D. in Business Administration, Kyung Hee University 

Wonwoo joined Humanscape in 2017 as the CSO. Previously 
he was a director at Daewoong and MIDAS Information 
Technology and served as the founder & CEO of DECISION, 
a medical business consulting firm from 2004 to 2014.

3.2 Advisors 
Humanscape enlists eight advisors in various areas to help guide the company. Their titles 
and specialties are summarized in the chart below. 

‣ Humanscape Advisors 
 Source: Humanscape, TokenInsight

Name Company Title Area

Carlos Pires Ocidente Tech Founder & CEO Business

Lawrence Chu BlackPine Founder & Chairman Blockchain, Platform

Caen Contee Venture Smart Co-Founder & Chairman Strategy

Kim Byunki Lever VC Partner Business

이강욱 KNK Patent Office Partner Blockchain, Law

Bae Kyo-Sik ECG
Head of Business 

Consulting
Finance

Park Soo-Young Korea Society of Blockchain President Blockchain, Tech

Park Hyunkyu Sogang University Professor Business

Kim Kyung - CKO 

• Ph.D. in Bioinformatics, Ajou University 

Kyung joined Humanscape in 2020 as the CKO. He worked 
as a research fellow at Samsung Medical Center from 2016 
to 2020 and at the Catholic University of Korea from 2015 to 
2016.
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TEAM AND PARTNERS

3.3 Investors 
According to the disclosure, Humanscape has completed four rounds of financing, one 
private and three public, from which Humanscape raised a total of $6,694,686. 

Detailed funding information is shown in the chart below. 

‣ Humanscape Funding Info 
 Source: Humanscape, TokenInsight

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4

Type Private Public Public Public

Date September 2018 June 2018 June 2018 August 2018

Token Price (USD) $0.02 $0.02 $0.02 $0.02

Token Amount 273,508,831 25,000,000 27,212,842 9,012,601

USD Amount $5,470,177 $500,000 $544,257 $180,252

Launchpad -
Homepage, 

Coinrail
Homepage, Tokenbank, 

Coinmanager
Homepage, 
Tokenbank

Investor
UniValues 
Associates

- - -

3.4 Partners 
According to the disclosure, Humanscape has partnered with many corporations and 
institutions to advance its business. Eight key partners are detailed below. 

‣ Humanscape's Key Partners 
 Source: Humanscape, TokenInsight

Partner Type Partnership

The Seoul National 
University Hospital Rare 

Disease Center
Hospital Provide Rarenote to patients

Abbott Korea Corporation Manage gestational diabetes in pregnant women

Daewoong Pharmaceutical Corporation Manage gestational diabetes in pregnant women

GE Healthcare Korea Corporation Expand the obstetrics and gynecology market

Korean Organization for 
Rare Diseases

Organization Provide information via Rarenote

North South Global Corporation Promote global expansion of Momitalk

Korean Society for Neonatal 
Screening

Organization Check newborn screening results on Momitalk

SIHOPE Foundation Organization Provide Rarenote to patients
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04.  
COMMUNITY ANALYSIS  

TokenInsight evaluated Humanscape’s community performance on December 20, 2022. 
Humanscape has registered and operated social accounts on most major social platforms, 
including Twitter, Telegram, Facebook, Youtube, etc. The official Twitter account is its most 
active community, with 5,455 followers. 

However, Humanscape has not been actively maintaining some accounts for a while. Only 
Telegram and Facebook accounts have been updated within the last six months. 

‣ Humanscape Social Platform Information 
  Source: TokenInsight, 20 December 2022

No Social Platform Followers

1 Twitter 5,455

2 Facebook 4.451

3 Telegram 2,105

4 Telegram (Announcement) 502

5 Medium 206

6 Youtube 160

7 Reddit 112

8 Medium (Tech) 27



The report is based on public 
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All rights reserved to 
TokenInsight Inc. 

Symbols and Definition of Risk Ratings 

AAA The technical foundation is extremely solid, the status of 
operations is extremely stable, the extent of influence on the 
project by unfavorable changes in the environment or uncertain 
factors is extremely small, and risk is extremely low.

AA The technical foundation is very solid, the status of operations is 
very stable, the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors is very small, and 
risk is very low.

A The technical foundation is solid, the status of operations is stable, 
the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable changes in 
the environment or uncertain factors is relatively small, and risk is 
relatively low.

BBB Technical feasibility is very good, the status of operations is stable, 
influence on the project by unfavourable changes in the 
environment or uncertain factors exists to a certain extent, and 
risk is controllable.

BB Technical feasibility is good, the status of operations is relatively 
stable, the possibility of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors exists to a 
relatively large extent, and risk is basically controllable.

B Technical feasibility is moderate, the status of operations is 
relatively stable, the possibility of influence on the project by 
unfavourable changes in the environment or uncertain factors 
exists to a very large extent, and risk is to a definitely limited 
extent controllable.

CCC The technical foundation or idea has certain problems, the 
application scenarios are limited, the project is susceptible to 
influence by uncertain factors, both internal and external, and has 
relatively large risk.

CC The technical foundation or idea has considerable problems, and 
application scenarios are highly limited, which makes for a project 
that has few internal or external factors to consider in the context 
of sound development, and carries a very large risk.

C The technical foundation or idea has substantial problems, and 
lacks deliberation upon possible application scenarios. The token 
has almost no usage value, and the project suffers from extremely 
large risk.

D The project is riddled with problems and carries an extremely 
high risk of failure.
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